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ABSTRACT
This article presents recent progress with design of sign language synthesis and avatar animation adapted for the web
environment. New 3D rendering method is considered to
enable transfer of avatar animation to end users. Furthermore the animation efficiency of facial expressions as part of
the non-manual component is discussed. The designed web
service ensures on-line accessibility and fluent animation of
3D avatar model, does not require any additional software
and gives a wide range of usage for target users.

Figure 1: The schema of the web-based sign language synthesis system.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

2. SYSTEM OVERVIEW AND USAGE

I.3.7 [computer graphics]: Graphics Systems—Three- Dimensional Graphics and Realism; H.5.1 [information interfaces and presentation]: Multimedia Information Systems—Animation

The web-based sign language synthesis system is composed of a client and server side part. The client side consists
of a common web browser only. The server side receives all
requirements of the client side, shares conversion methods
and generates adequate answers. Currently the server side
incorporates a animation module, a database for word-byword transliteration, a cache of processed requirements and
a data converter. The schema of the system is shown in
Figure 1. The main features of this framework are:
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• minimum requirements for installing additional software on the end user’s computer;

1.

• effective data transfer across the network;

INTRODUCTION

Current assistive technologies allow automatic conversion
of text to speech not only in audio form but there is ongoing research on sign language synthesis. Individuals with
hearing disabilities will be able to use these technologies in
their everyday lives. The first attempts to use the Internet and three-dimensional (3D) avatar animation indicate
facilitation of access to these technologies: Vcom3D, SignSynth [1], eSIGN [3], SignStep [6].
We introduce new client-server framework for sign language synthesis incorporating up-to-date 3D computer graphics for the Internet, central administration of the system
and easy use which allow signing avatar to be more accessible for the target users. The framework is experimentally
implemented in the on-line sign language dictionary of Czech
Sign Language (CSL) available at http://signs.zcu.cz/.

• rapid response of the system and fluent animation of
the 3D model.
Accessibility of the synthesis system as a web service has
required a different representation of the 3D model and the
rendering method in comparison with the off-line version [4].
The rendering method and graphic data are based on Google
O3D1 technology. O3D is an open-source Java Script (API)
enabling to use signing avatar as interactive 3D applications
that needs to run HTML based web browsers only (on Windows, Macintosh, Linux or Android platforms). This API
was originally designed as a plug-in (JavaScript library) for
the web browsers and now has evolved into the standalone
JavaScript library using WebGL standard2 .
We support two forms of data transfer in the direction
from the client side. The first form is standard text representation of a spoken language, such as word ”house”. These
words are searched in the database and translated to the
1

http://code.google.com/p/o3d/
WebGL is a framework for the canvas HTML element providing a 3D computer graphics API.
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suitable input of the animation module. The system currently provides automatic word-by-word transliterating spoken Czech into signs of CSL and does not produce a fluent
sign language output. However additional translation modules can be incorporated into the server side. The second
form of the data transfer consists of a stream of signs represented by the sign language notation system and directly
connected to the animation module.
The current implementation of the animation module supports the input of one or more signs in the HamNoSys3 notation. The detailed description of the conversion process
is in [4]. The main modification of the animation module
consists of its output. Instead of direct 3D rendering the
module generates computer data files. We consider O3D file
format and DAE (Collada) file4 .
Both file formats can be transfered in the direction to the
client side. O3D file is obtained by simple conversion from
the DAE file and is primarily used for 3D rendering in the
web browsers. In contrast the DAE file can be optionally
saved by the end user as ”3D sign utterance” for other off-line
applications. The animation module is implemented in the
C programming language and provides very fast response.

3.

to ”mean shape” analyzed by PCA and each of the principal components such as one morph target then principle
is identical with the interpolation used by the morph controller. Initial results for isolated signs of CSL and mouthing
indicate that to maintain 97.5% of the variance observed on
the face can be animated just by nine morph targets.

4. CONCLUSIONS
The article presents a framework for the web-based sign
language synthesis system and its experimental implementation for Czech Sign Language (http://signs.zcu.cz/).
The the system provides 3D rendering of the signing avatar
in real time which is supported by most of the recent web
browsers without any installation of additional software. The
end users can more easily receive prearrange on-line contents
containing together standard websites and the 3D signing
avatar.
The proposed solution uses hardware accelerated graphics and does not cause fitful rendering. Furthermore efficient
and precise rendering of the non-manual component is discussed. The initial analysis indicates potential to increase
accessibility by reduction of necessary data. The synthesized utterance can also be optionally saved by the end user
and used for other communication or educational purposes.
Other specially designed mobile applications can be hereby
considered. Next research have to be focused to get high
quality signing that will be easily understandable.

CURRENT INVESTIGATION

We are currently concerned with proper animation of facial expressions as essential part of the sign language. The
export of animation to DAE file format requires next changes
in comparison with to the off-line version that implements
3D rendering via influence zones [4]. The Collada specification provides two different animation methods: the skin
and morph controller [5]. The skin controller is primarily
intended for animation of arms, fingers and neck. For animation of a human face we have to use the morph controller.
The morph controller is a 3D computer per-vertex animation using blend shapes (the morph targets). The morph
target is a ”deformed” version of the entire polygonal mesh,
again stored as a series of their vertices. In every key-frame
of animation the vertices are interpolated between these targets as the weighted average. When we apply it to the human face, one morph is used for neutral face (”basic face
shape”) and single or multiple morph targets are considered
as individual facial expressions. For example for spoken English it requires to store at least 14 morph targets for each
viseme5 . Furthermore the sign languages include many more
facial expressions. A large number of morph targets increase
memory and rendering requirements on the client side as well
as the data transfer because it need to transfer not only all
morph targets but also their animation trajectories.
Principal component analysis (PCA) is a mathematical
algorithm that uses orthogonal transformations for reduction of dimension and conversion apparently correlated data
into an uncorrelated set of values so called principal components. PCA can be applied on the data measured at the
face of a signing speaker via Motion capture systems or using video records via the active shape or appearance model
(ASM, AAM) [2]. If we consider the basic face shape equal
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Collada is XML schema allowing full description of the sining avatar and flexible processing by the synthesis module.
5
A viseme is a representational unit to classify speech sounds
in the visual domain.
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